AK Wet Works Disinfectant Procedures

We know the state of our world as we know it is ever changing and our antimicrobial certified disinfectant team is here to help now. We’ve been blessed to disinfect millions of square feet across Texas. We are offering a **live viral kill disinfectant and preventative microbial shield** in businesses, facilities, homes and vehicles.

Each situation is unique and we have found it most cost efficient to customize services to fit your specific needs.

The combination of our cold vapor atomized application and fogging is what we specialize in based on the CDC guidelines. Our disinfection application kills the COVID19 along with more than 135 other hazardous viruses, bacterias and molds. Unlike our competitors, we apply our disinfectant kill/microbial filming protocol **in one step** and kill the virus and provide an antimicrobial shield that prevents microbial growth. We apply on all commonly touched surfaces and horizontal surfaces and provide a certificate of disinfection to post at your facility.

Here is a live link to our COVID-19 Cleaning and Disinfecting information for homes, businesses and vehicles.


As you scroll down at the bottom of the page in the link, notice we have provided valuable information to other disinfecting and resources but also our protocol and more. This page or its specific links will be a good resource for you to share as needed. We are constantly updating our pages and adding links to the bottom, so check back often.

What’s important to know:

- Do we need to vacate the home or business during the disinfecting application and the answer is yes. In a facility, we close off the room/area we are disinfecting. Our disinfection application process takes about an hour (home) or two or more hours (business) depending on size but most often we need two hours for it to dry completely.

- How do we price? We price based on square foot for facilities over 20,000 sq ft, and hourly for facilities under 20,000 sq ft. Unlike other area services **we DO NOT charge an**
absorbent premium price if the facility has a live COVID19 case. Many companies charge a preventative fee and often double their price if there is a live case. Not AK Wet Works, we charge you one low price regardless if its preventative or a live case. We have many businesses/homes needing to disinfect frequently to keep employees safe and we offer frequency discounts.

- We disinfect vehicles. Yes, personal, fleet, business, transportation, emergency vehicles and planes.

- Atomized Cold Vapor Fogging is a centerpiece of our disinfection and one of the reasons it’s so effective. It gets into every crevice of the building/home, including HVAC, doors, ceiling tiles, soft surfaces etc. that regular disinfections just can’t effectively reach.

- We disinfect flooring, mattresses, upholstery and HVAC separately at any time but it is also included in the atomized vapor and fog disinfection process.

- How does the Preventive Antimicrobial shield work? Our Antimicrobial products kill and slow the spread of microorganisms. Microorganisms include bacteria, viruses, protozoans, and fungi such as mold and mildew. Our EPA COVID19 Approved antimicrobial products are used on just about anything and are safe on objects as sensitive as countertops, toys, grocery carts, and hospital equipment. It is even manufactured and approved to be used in food processing areas.

- Our disinfectant is blended with an antibacterial solution that specifically kills bacteria/virus cells. The blend includes an Antimicrobial shielding which is destructive to or inhibiting to the growth of microorganisms. AK Wet Works disinfectant-antimicrobial product is an agent that inhibits the growth of a microorganism and kills such microorganisms outright.

- How does Antimicrobial filming work? The molecules of the thin shield coating contained in the formulation are so sharp that microorganisms tear open the cell wall and are thus rendered harmless.

Develops an invisible barrier that destroys microorganisms /Protected surfaces act as a layer of swords to defend against microbial growth
• Does our disinfection leave a residue or odor? It smells a bit like chlorine and once dry the area is force ventilated or opened up and aired out. The odor is low and dissipates quickly leaving a fresh clean scent. It is a very fine atomized vapor so it only leaves a microbial filming without residue. It can crinkle up paper like spraying paper with Lysol would so paper is best put away but not a problem for our crew to work around either way.

• When are we available? 24 hours a day-7 days a week. Call anytime and we will schedule and mobilize. We typically need a 2 hour lead time for mobilization. **There is NO additional charge after hours or weekends.** **WE WORK DAY or NIGHT.** Our teams will travel anywhere needed.

I hope this is helpful. Please let me know what questions you guys have and don’t hesitate to contact us so we can help provide solutions to your disinfecting challenges.